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Textbook RSA Encryption
[Rivest Shamir Adleman 1977]

Public Key

N = pq modulus

e encryption exponent

Private Key

p, q primes

d decryption exponent
(d = e−1 mod (p − 1)(q − 1))

public key = (N, e)

ciphertext = messagee mod N

message = ciphertextd mod N



RSA cryptanalysis

Factoring

Problem: Factor N into p and q.

I Lets an attacker compute the private key.

I Factoring is much harder than multiplication.

I Best known algorithm: number field sieve.



Factoring with the number field sieve

Algorithm

1. Polynomial selection Choose a good number field.

2. Relation finding Factor many small-ish integers.

3. Linear algebra Use the factorizations to construct squares.

4. Square root Take square roots and check if factor N.

N

polynomial
selection

sieving linear
algebra

square
root

p



How long does it take to factor using the number field sieve?

Answer 1:

L(1/3, 1.923) = exp(1.923(logN)1/3(log logN)2/3)



How long does it take to factor using the number field sieve?

Answer 1:

L(1/3, 1.923) = exp(1.923(logN)1/3(log logN)2/3)

Answer 2:

512-bit RSA: < 1 core-year. (4 hours + $75 on EC2! seclab.upenn.edu/projects/faas/)

768-bit RSA: < 1,000 core-years. (< 1 calendar year)

1024-bit RSA: ≈ 1,000,000 core-years.

2048-bit RSA: Minimum recommended key size today.

seclab.upenn.edu/projects/faas/


“We stand today on the brink of a revolution in cryptography.” – November 1976



Textbook Diffie-Hellman

Public Parameters

p a prime

g < p (often 2 or 5)

Provides perfect forward secrecy:
Can’t later hack Alice or Bob to decrypt
connections intercepted today.*

Key Exchange

ga mod p

gb mod p

gab mod pgab mod p shared secret
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Advocating Diffie-Hellman over RSA for perfect forward secrecy

“Sites that use perfect forward secrecy can provide better security to users in cases
where the encrypted data is being monitored and recorded by a third party.”

“With Perfect Forward Secrecy, anyone possessing the private key and a wiretap of
Internet activity can decrypt nothing.”

“Ideally the DH group would match or exceed the RSA key size but 1024-bit DHE is
arguably better than straight 2048-bit RSA so you can get away with that if you want
to.”

“But in practical terms the risk of private key theft, for a non-ephemeral key, dwarfs
out any cryptanalytic risk for any RSA or DH of 1024 bits or more; in that sense, PFS
is a must-have and DHE with a 1024-bit DH key is much safer than RSA-based cipher
suites, regardless of the RSA key size.”



We were wrong. We’re sorry. :(



Diffie-Hellman cryptanalysis

Discrete Log

Problem: Given y = ga mod p, compute a.

I Allows attacker to compute shared key.

I Discrete log is much harder than modular exponentiation.

I Best known algorithm: number field sieve for discrete log.



Diffie-Hellman cryptanalysis: number field sieve discrete log algorithm
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Diffie-Hellman cryptanalysis: number field sieve discrete log algorithm

p
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selection

sieving linear
algebra

log db

y , g descent

a

How long does the number field sieve take?

Answer 2:

512-bit DH: ≈ 10 core-years.

768-bit DH: ≈ 35,000 core-years.

1024-bit DH: ≈ 45,000,000 core-years.

2048-bit DH: Minimum recommended key size today.



Diffie-Hellman cryptanalysis: number field sieve discrete log algorithm

But... What if you want to break many connections that use the same public
parameter p?

p
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log db

y , g descent

a

Uh oh!

Precomputation Individual Log

DH-512 10 core-years 10 core-minutes
DH-768 35,000 core-years 2 core-days

DH-1024 45,000,000 core-years 30 core-days

Precomputation can be done once and reused for many individual logs!
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Exploiting Diffie-Hellman

Logjam attack:
Anyone can use HTTPS backdoors from ’90s crypto war to pwn modern browsers.



International Traffic in Arms Regulations
April 1, 1992 version

Category XIII--Auxiliary Military Equipment ...

(b) Information Security Systems and equipment, cryptographic devices,

software, and components specifically designed or modified therefore,

including:

(1) Cryptographic (including key management) systems, equipment,

assemblies, modules, integrated circuits, components or software with the

capability of maintaining secrecy or confidentiality of information or

information systems, except cryptographic equipment and software as

follows:

(i) Restricted to decryption functions specifically designed to allow the

execution of copy protected software, provided the decryption functions

are not user-accessible.

(ii) Specially designed, developed or modified for use in machines for

banking or money transactions, and restricted to use only in such

transactions. Machines for banking or money transactions include automatic

teller machines, self-service statement printers, point of sale terminals

or equipment for the encryption of interbanking transactions.

...



Commerce Control List: Category 5 - Info. Security

a.1.a. A symmetric algorithm employing a key length

in excess of 56-bits; or

a.1.b. An asymmetric algorithm where the security of the

algorithm is based on any of the following:

a.1.b.1. Factorization of integers in excess of 512 bits (e.g., RSA);

a.1.b.2. Computation of discrete logarithms in a multiplicative

group of a finite field of size greater than 512 bits (e.g., Diffie-Hellman

over Z/pZ); or

a.1.b.3. Discrete logarithms in a group other than mentioned

in 5A002.a.1.b.2 in excess of 112 bits (e.g., Diffie-Hellman

over an elliptic curve);

a.2. Designed or modified to perform cryptanalytic functions;



Export cipher suites in TLS

TLS_RSA_EXPORT_WITH_RC4_40_MD5

TLS_RSA_EXPORT_WITH_RC2_CBC_40_MD5

TLS_RSA_EXPORT_WITH_DES40_CBC_SHA

FREAK attack [BDFKPSZZ 2015]: Implementation flaw; use fast 512-bit factorization
to downgrade modern browsers to broken export-grade RSA. Affected most browsers
and 9.6% of Alexa top million HTTPS sites.

TLS_DHE_DSS_EXPORT_WITH_DES40_CBC_SHA

TLS_DHE_RSA_EXPORT_WITH_DES40_CBC_SHA

Logjam attack: Protocol flaw; use fast 512-bit discrete log to downgrade modern
browsers to broken export-grade DH. Affected all browsers and 8.4% of Alexa top
million HTTPS sites.
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Logjam: Active downgrade attack to export Diffie-Hellman
Protocol flaw: Server does not sign chosen cipher suite.

hello, client random

[. . . DHE . . . ]

hello, server random, [DHE]

certificate = public RSA key + CA signatures

p, g , ga, SignRSAkey(p, g , ga)

gb

KDF(g ab,

randoms) →
kmc , kms , ke

KDF(g ab,

randoms) →
kmc , kms , ke

client finished: Authkmc
(dialog)

server finished: Authkms
(dialog)

Encke (request)
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How widely shared are Diffie-Hellman public parameters?

We used Internet-wide scanning to find out:

I Parameters hard-coded in many implementations or built into standards.

I 97% of hosts that support DHE EXPORT chose one of three 512-bit primes:

Hosts Source Year Bits

80% Apache 2.2 2005 512
13% mod ssl 2.3.0 1999 512

4% JDK 2003 512

I Top ten primes accounted for 99% of hosts.
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Attacking the most common 512-bit primes

I Carried out precomputation for Apache, mod ssl, OpenSSL primes.

polysel sieving linalg descent

2000-3000 cores 288 cores 36 cores

DH-512 3 hours 15 hours 120 hours 70 seconds

I After 1 week precomputation, median individual log time 70s.

I Logjam and our precomputations can be used to break connections to 8% of the
HTTPS top 1M sites!



Logjam mitigation

I Major browsers have raised minimum DH lengths:

IE, Chrome, Firefox to 1024 bits; Safari to 768.

I TLS 1.3 draft includes anti-downgrade flag in client random.





g = 2

apache:

9fdb8b8a004544f0045f1737d0ba2e0b274cdf1a9f588218fb43

5316a16e374171fd19d8d8f37c39bf863fd60e3e300680a3030c

6e4c3757d08f70e6aa871033

openssl:

da583c16d9852289d0e4af756f4cca92dd4be533b804fb0fed94e

f9c8a4403ed574650d36999db29d776276ba2d3d412e218f4dd1e

084cf6d8003e7c4774e833

mod_ssl:

d4bcd52406f69b35994b88de5db89682c8157f62d8f33633ee577

2f11f05ab22d6b5145b9f241e5acc31ff090a4bc71148976f7679

5094e71e7903529f5a824b













Exploiting Diffie-Hellman

Logjam attack:
Anyone can use backdoors from ’90s crypto war to pwn modern browsers.

Mass surveillance:
Governments can exploit 1024-bit discrete log for wide-scale passive decryption.



Is breaking 1024-bit Diffie-Hellman within reach of governments?

Precomputation Individual Log
core-years core-time

RSA-512 1 —
DH-512 10 10 mins

RSA-768 1,000 —
DH-768 35,000 2 days

RSA-1024 1,000,000 —
DH-1024 45,000,000 30 days

I Special-purpose hardware →≈ 80× speedup.

I ≈$100Ms machine precomputes for one 1024-bit p every year

I Then, individual logs can be computed in close to real time
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James Bamford, 2012, Wired

According to another top official also involved with the program, the NSA made an
enormous breakthrough several years ago in its ability to cryptanalyze, or break,
unfathomably complex encryption systems employed by not only governments around
the world but also many average computer users in the US. The upshot, according to
this official: “Everybody’s a target; everybody with communication is a target.”

[...]

The breakthrough was enormous, says the former official, and soon afterward the
agency pulled the shade down tight on the project, even within the intelligence
community and Congress. “Only the chairman and vice chairman and the two staff
directors of each intelligence committee were told about it,” he says. The reason?
“They were thinking that this computing breakthrough was going to give them the
ability to crack current public encryption.”



2013 NSA “Black Budget”

“Also, we are investing in groundbreaking cryptanalytic capabilities to defeat
adversarial cryptography and exploit internet traffic.”

*numbers in thousands



Parameter reuse for 1024-bit Diffie-Hellman

I Precomputation for a single 1024-bit prime allows passive decryption of
connections to 66% of VPN servers and 26% of SSH servers.

(Oakley Group 2)

I Precomputation for a second common 1024-bit prime allows passive decryption
for 18% of top 1M HTTPS domains.

(Apache 2.2)







IKE Key Exchange for IPsec VPNs

IKE chooses Diffie-Hellman parameters from standardized set.

cipher suite negotiation

ga

gb

PSK PSKKDF (gab,PSK) KDF (gab,PSK)





NSA VPN Attack Orchestration



NSA’s on-demand IKE decryption requires:

I Known pre-shared key.

I Both sides of IKE handshake.

I Both IKE handshake and ESP traffic.

I IKE+ESP data is sent to HPC
resources.

Discrete log decryption would require:

I Known pre-shared key.

I Both sides of IKE handshake.

I Both IKE handshake and ESP traffic.

I IKE data sent to HPC resources.

A well-designed “implant” would have fewer requirements.



Vulnerable servers, if the attacker can precompute for . . .

all 512-bit p all 768-bit p one 1024-bit p ten 1024-bit p

HTTPS Top 1M MITM 45K (8.4%) 45K (8.4%) 205K (37.1%) 309K (56.1%)
HTTPS Top 1M 118 (0.0%) 407 (0.1%) 98.5K (17.9%) 132K (24.0%)
HTTPS Trusted MITM 489K (3.4%) 556K (3.9%) 1.84M (12.8%) 3.41M (23.8%)
HTTPS Trusted 1K (0.0%) 46.7K (0.3%) 939K (6.56%) 1.43M (10.0%)

IKEv1 IPv4 – 64K (2.6%) 1.69M (66.1%) 1.69M (66.1%)
IKEv2 IPv4 – 66K (5.8%) 726K (63.9%) 726K (63.9%)

SSH IPv4 – – 3.6M (25.7%) 3.6M (25.7%)



Diffie-Hellman Attacks and Mitigations
Logjam attack:
Anyone can use backdoors from ’90s crypto war to pwn modern browsers.

Mitigations:

I Major browsers raised minimum DH lengths.

I TLS 1.3 draft anti-downgrade mechanism.

I Recommendation: Don’t backdoor crypto!

Mass surveillance:
Governments can exploit 1024-bit discrete log for wide-scale passive decryption.

Mitigations:

I Move to elliptic curve cryptography

I If ECC isn’t an option, use ≥ 2048-bit primes.

I If 2048-bit primes aren’t an option, generate a fresh 1024-bit prime.
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